Decor
drama
For the owners of this sprawling Taranaki holiday home,
comfort – not least that of their many house guests –
is paramount. We meet the interior designer who has
helped them realise their vision in magnificent style.
WORDS JO BATES PHOTOGRAPHY THE VIRTUE

OPPOSITE PAGE The large artwork on the far wall is by Taranaki artist John McLean from
his The Farmer’s Wife series. On the coffee table sits an acrylic Jonathan Adler chess set.
All flowers by Lu Diamond Flowers. ludiamondflowers.com.

Throughout the clifftop
holiday home, designer
Michael Mansvelt has used
large art pieces to balance
volume and scale. Potted
Kentia palms add a feathery
softness and draw the eye
up to the starburst lights
imported from the States.

Serving as a central point
between the dwellings, the
pool is a standout feature of
the property, no matter the
season. The moat around
the pool acts as a safety
barrier, removing the need
for fencing (the pool can be
accessed via a drawbridge).
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n his early 20s, Michael Mansvelt worked at
Britain’s largest privately owned home. His job was
to look after guests who, on arrival, were shown
to their rooms where vases of fresh flowers had just been
placed and fires lit. Everything was taken care of – from their
first just-shaken martini to the fowl they brought in from the
hunt. Hospitality was in proportion to scale – no small detail
was left undone in an estate the size of a small village.
Michael, now a landscaper, interior designer and interior
architect, says that this type of hospitality is at a level
“we don’t really know of in New Zealand”. Yet he has the
privilege of experiencing something similar every time he
visits the clients who own St Georges by the Sea, a coastal
clifftop holiday home just south of New Plymouth.
It’s not unusual for owners Ed Newton and Linda
Hasenfratz to arrive on an early morning flight from their
permanent base in Canada, and then by 10am to be hosting
a lavish breakfast for a house full of people who have just
poured in the door.
“They are amazing entertainers,” says Michael. “From
the day they arrive, the house will be full. Linda, who was
nominated CEO of the Year in Canada last year, and heads
a multi-billion-dollar company with 26,000 staff, can still
get off a flight, put on a pretty dress and make a beautiful
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The largest living room in
the house takes open-plan
to the next level, with large
sliding doors providing the
ultimate indoor-outdoor
flow. Michael has added
aged leather and botanical
fabrics, which tie in with
the garden beyond. The
lights are reminiscent of
the kina that can be seen
on the beach below.

“

EVERYTHING THEY DO IS ABOUT
COMFORT AND MAKING PEOPLE
COMFORTABLE, AND THAT’S
WHAT I LOVE DOING, SO
WE GET ON WELL.

”
eggs Benedict breakfast for 30 people. It just amazes me.
Everything they do is about comfort and making people
comfortable and that’s what I love doing, so we get on well.”
St Georges by the Sea is the holiday home the couple
and their children retreat to for three weeks every
summer. Ed, who grew up in Taranaki, met Linda (who
was made a Member of the Order of Canada last year) on
his OE, and – determined to keep their Kiwi connection
thriving – they built the home in 2011.
It’s here that their guests are embraced by generous
hospitality and treated to the best of times. The family’s
annual New Year’s Eve party, followed by a tennis
tournament the next day, is the event of the year, says
Michael, who is humbled that he and his partner are
invited to join the party at the home he recently redesigned.
Linda, who was a client at Michael’s shop, Plantation
Design Store, contacted him when they were considering
adding a new wing to the guesthouse, which would
include three bedrooms and a dining room. But what
turned out to be a request to consult on some soft
furnishings evolved into an entire redesign of the
extensive home’s interior.
Michael, whose projects vary from inner-city
apartments to the extensive gardens of country estates,
found his dream clients in Ed and Linda. On his first visit
to the sprawling, pavilion-style, 11-bedroom compound,
Michael was not only taken by the sheer scale of the
property, but the owners themselves.
“I became enamoured with them, their passion for the
property and Taranaki. Ed had spent two years planning
the home and it was built to schedule in just nine months
– he is so organised.”

THIS PAGE The
photographs that adorn the
walls above both the bed
and the refurbished chest
of drawers in this bedroom
were taken by local
Taranaki photographer Pip
Guthrie. OPPOSITE PAGE
Designer Michael Mansvelt
surveys his handiwork.

L

ocal New Plymouth firm Ardern Peters designed
the house, which sits on a secluded site with
views to the sea and mountains. Its pavilion form
and layout was inspired by Ed and Linda’s holidays in
Saint-Barthélemy, the Caribbean island better known as
St Barts. However, eight years on and with four growing
children and an ever-expanding guest list, the family’s
needs had changed and the interiors were looking ad hoc.
Says Michael: “They were ready for a change.”
St Georges is a house of North-American proportions.
From the main entrance, the living and entertaining wing
is directly ahead; the west wing contains five bedrooms,
three bathrooms and a kids’ living room; to the east is
the secluded master wing, as well as a gym and garaging.
The new addition, with five bedrooms and a guesthouse,
sits next to the tennis court. The main body of the house
wraps around the centrally located black-granite pool,
which has a moat – Ed’s idea and a nifty resolution to
a council-regulation fence that would have ruined the
aesthetic. The detail-driven house is full of bespoke
moments, such as the bridge that’s lowered for swimmers
to access the pool.
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THIS PAGE AND
OPPOSITE The furniture
in this suite has all been
refinished for a fresh look,
while the lights have come
from Hinkley Lighting of
Cleveland, Ohio.

“

EVERY ROOM SHOULD HAVE A PURPOSE AND
SOMETHING TO DELIGHT YOU.

”

THIS PAGE Michael
takes design cues
from both American
and English country
homes that celebrate
nature and comfort.
The four-poster
bed is by Ralph
Lauren. OPPOSITE
PAGE The seaside
painting is by
New Plymouth artist
Alana Clarke and
the swimmers
artwork is another
by John McLean.
A hand-painted
Orientalist mural
from France
graces the gym.
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W

hile the prospect of such a large-scale, heavily
detailed project was exciting for Michael and
his team at Michael Mansvelt Design, it was
also daunting. There were 11 bedrooms to contend with,
each requiring different appeal yet linked by a common
thread. For every item that was approved, three pieces
had to be presented. Thanks to clients who are outcomeoriented, the project took a year to complete.
“We went through every room,” says Michael, who has
worked texture and warmth into the home, connected
the interiors with the outdoors through the clever use
of fabric, and used art in proportion to the volume and
scale of the space. As a landscape designer, Michael
takes a cohesive approach to design, constantly relating
the interiors to the landscape. “You always consider
the outlook – every bedroom should look out to foliage
at least. The kitchen – if you have the luxury – should
always relate to the vegetable garden. Every room should
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Michael’s brief was to
work through every room,
including 11 bedrooms
which should each have
individual character while
sharing a common link. In
this beautiful guest room
there is a subtle elephant
motif worked into a general
theme evoking the golden
age of leisurely travel.

“

DECORATING WITH LAYERS
IS DIFFERENT TO THE KIWI
AESTHETIC, BUT IT’S NOT
FOREIGN TO US EITHER.
AND I LIKE TO THINK IT’S
QUITE TIMELESS.

”
have a purpose and something to delight you. There
should never be a dead space in any home, such as a back
bedroom with no view or outlook,” he says.
Views from the bedrooms take in the foliage and forms
of tree ferns, puka and pōhutukawa, which are picked up
in the fabric choices Michael made.
“And some of the tapestries have big, bold flowers,
which work when you see them with puka leaves – it’s
telling the story,” he explains.
The designer worked with local artists, including
Amanda Hewlett, Isaac Petersen and Alana Clarke, and
commissioned pieces to scale, dropping them into 3-D
renders to show his overseas clients how they would sit
in each space. “I like big pieces because then the room
doesn’t look like it needs a lot more art; it achieves the
right balance.”
Other pieces were not so easy to source, such as an
enormous room-sized rug, which was imported, along
with antiques from near and far. Extravagance was
counterpoised by working with pieces the couple already
had, such as furniture that has been given a fresh look by
local finishers.
“The result is traditional and opulent, while indulging
Linda’s love of pretty things,” says Michael, who takes
design cues from American and English country homes
that celebrate comfort and the natural world.
“Decorating with layers is different to the Kiwi
aesthetic, but it’s not foreign to us either. And I like to
think it’s quite timeless, too.” ■
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The painting of Mount
Taranaki is by Marianne
Muggeridge, an awardwinning artist based in
South Taranaki.

